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Abstract— The crucial role of explanations in making AI
safe and trustworthy was not only recognized by the ma-
chine learning community but also by roboticists and human–
robot interaction researchers. A robot that can explain its
actions is supposed to be better perceived by the user, be
more reliable, and seem more trustworthy. In collaborative
scenarios, explanations are often expected to even improve the
team’s performance. To test whether a developed explanation-
related ability meets these promises, it is essential to rigorously
evaluate them. Due to the many aspects of explanations that
can be evaluated, and their varying importance in different
circumstances, a plethora of evaluation methods are available.
In this survey, we provide a comprehensive overview of such
methods while discussing features and considerations unique to
explanations given during human–robot interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the deployment of AI technology increases, the need
for AI to be reliable, transparent, and trustworthy becomes a
core concern for research, industry, and society at large. Ex-
planations are one of the mechanisms to ensure this need is
met. This also holds true for robotic AI, where explanations
will allow humans to trust their robot collaborators and to
safely rely on them. To ensure that explanations meet their
proposed goals, we need to be able to evaluate developed
explainability mechanisms.

In this paper, we look at various evaluation methods and
metrics used in the field of explainable AI (XAI), sum-
marize findings, and evaluate their relevance in the context
of human–robot interaction (HRI). We distinguish between
methods that evaluate:

1) the content quality of an explanation (Sec. II),
2) the effect of an explanation (Sec. III),
3) the faithfulness of an explanation (Sec. IV),
4) and the timing and need for an explanation (Sec. V).

We compile an extensive list of available evaluation
metrics and set our paper apart from existing surveys on
explanation evaluation (such as [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6])
by providing an HRI perspective. We, moreover, aim to
showcase a diverse set of evaluation metrics, giving space
to possibilities such as participatory design and think-aloud
protocols that found little attention elsewhere.
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II. EVALUATING THE CONTENT QUALITY OF AN
EXPLANATION

A core aspect of XAI evaluation is evaluating the content
of an explanation directly by checking it against criteria
that test for some desired qualities. Such qualities are, for
instance, the redundancy of information in an explanation
or the explanation’s intelligibility. Whether an explanation
adheres to these criteria can be either assessed by the
researchers themselves using checklists (Sec. II-A), a quan-
tifying metric (Sec. II-B and II-D), or by potential users of
the AI system via interviews and questionnaires (Sec. II-C)
or participatory design (Sec. II-E).

A. Checklists for Researchers

Checklists can be used to a priori evaluate the quality
of explanations without the need for user involvement. The
researchers themselves take the explanations generated by
their agent and compare them against the checklist. For
instance, Hoffman et al. [1] propose a checklist that asks
the researcher whether an explanation: improves the user’s
understanding, is satisfying, sufficiently detailed, sufficiently
complete, helps with using the software, and shows whether
the software is accurate, reliable, and trustworthy. However,
given that the researcher makes these judgments themselves,
the answers might only be crude approximations of the
explanation’s real quality.

B. Metric Scores

As an alternative to explanation quality criteria being sub-
jectively evaluated by the researcher, some XAI researchers
evaluate their explanations with metrics that can be mostly
automatically computed based on the generated explanations
or model implementation. While these metrics are often said
to be objective evaluations, the selection of which criterion
to use, how to parameterize it, and how to weigh it in the
explanation’s overall assessment is still very subjective.

Examples of such metrics are given by Rosenfeld [7],
who suggests metrics that make it possible to quantitatively
evaluate an explanation and compare it to others. One of the
suggested metrics adds a penalty to a system’s performance
based on how many rules are used in an explanation. This
metric is, for example, applicable to decision trees where
the number of rules is easily countable. Similarly to this
metric, the second one penalizes the number of input features
processed by a model, based on the assumption that a
model and an explanation using fewer input features is easier
to understand. Another metric measures the explanation’s
stability given slightly perturbed inputs.



Furthermore, Vilone and Longo [2] provide an extensive
list of individual studies making use of different metrics
scores that can be evaluated without relying on the users’
or researchers’ opinions. Among others, they find examples
of metrics scoring the XAI method’s sensitivity to changes
in input or the parameters of the explained model, the
explanation’s completeness, and text quality.

C. User Perspectives

Instead of leaving the evaluation to the researchers them-
selves, it is common to let users judge an explanation’s
content. This can be done via interviews or questionnaires,
which often let the users judge different criteria via scales.
Participants for such user studies can be sampled randomly
or from the pool of people representing the future end users
of the XAI agent.

An example of a scale for measuring an explanation’s
quality is Holzinger et al.’s System Causability Scale [8]. It
consists of 10 items the user has to rate on a Likert scale [9].
Among others, the questionnaire asks if the explanation was
understandable, if its level of detail could be adapted, and
if it was given in a timely manner. Furthermore, Hoffman
et al. [1] provide a version of their checklist for researchers,
mentioned in the previous section, that is adapted for users.
Silva et al. [10] provide another questionnaire that they
tested in a large human–agent interaction study with 286
participants, also showing its correlation with trust and
performance measures. The questionnaire consists of 30
questions that target the three axes of simulatability (e.g., “I
would not understand how to apply the explanations to new
questions.”), transparency (e.g., “I understand why the agent
used specific information in its explanation.”), and usability
(e.g., “The explanations were useful.”). Lastly, Zemla et
al. [11] investigate what criteria of an explanation correlate
with people’s judgment of an explanation’s goodness. They
find, for instance, that people prefer complex explanations
that refer to multiple causes, and they identify criteria such
as being well articulated and internally coherent as predictors
of explanation quality. The finding on complex explanations
is opposed to the idea of preferring simpler explanations,
which is, for instance, supported by Rosenfeld’s metrics [7].
Findings like this can inform the design of future explanation
quality checklists and questionnaires. Regarding the issue
of explanation complexity, we can see that it seems to be
domain- and context-dependent, and we should not make a
universal judgment as to whether simpler or more complex
explanations are preferable.

Instead of using a scale or questionnaire, it is possible to
put a stronger focus on qualitative data. For example, Spinner
et al. [12] opt for free-form answers by conducting semi-
structured interviews with different potential user groups of
an XAI tool they developed. Additionally, they also collect
user impressions from think-aloud sessions in which the
users communicate their thoughts while they try out the tool.
The potential use of think-aloud sessions [13], [14] is further
discussed in Section V-B.

While questionnaires and interviews are the most common
ways to consider users’ perspectives, there exists research
that uses indirect measures derived from social or physio-
logical cues. For instance, Guerdan et al. relate participants’
facial affect during an interaction to their use and impression
of an explanation [15]. Similar analyses could be envisioned
for social and physiological cues of other modalities. Such
analyses have the potential to be helpful in long-term studies
of explanations in real-world applications where you do
not want to ask the user repeatedly for feedback. However,
such analyses also require a complicated data monitoring
and collection setup, an analysis pipeline, and data handling
considerations. Moreover, it is much harder to reliably un-
derstand how the collected cues relate to a person’s opinion
on an explanation compared to simply asking them via
questionnaires or interviews.

D. Matching Human Explanations

Another form of evaluating the quality of explanations
is comparing them to a human-generated gold standard.
Instead of asking people for their opinion, one can directly
compare the agent’s explanation with a human explanation
collected beforehand. This type of evaluation does not take
faithfulness, discussed in Section IV, into account but only
checks if an explanation is similar to that of a human. In other
words, only because an agent’s explanation sounds like that
of a human, it is not guaranteed that the explanation takes
into account the model’s true inner decision-making process.
The advantage of this type of evaluation is that evaluation
is fast, and different explanation generation methods can
be compared against the same collected gold standard of
human explanations. Usually, the average similarity can be
expressed as a numeric score, thus, making it usable as a
metric score. However, a human-generated dataset must be
available, which is rarely the case and is expensive to collect.

Such evaluation techniques have been employed in com-
puter vision [16], where human annotators created explana-
tions by annotating areas in an image that were relevant to
its classification, and in natural language processing [17],
[16], where human annotators can provide their rationale
for a text classification by saying which words of the input
are important. Ehsan et al. [18] go beyond simply using
human explanations for comparison and directly train an
agent to mimic human rationales given state–action pairs of
the game Frogger and human-provided explanations. In the
future, we assume that models such as GPT-4 [19] that are
good at imitating styles and can process multi-modal input
data will lead to further advances in generating such human-
like explanations.

E. Participatory Design

Instead of only asking for the user’s perception of an
explainable agent once it has been developed, participatory
design can be used to co-create an explanation that respects
the end user’s needs. Through participatory design methods,
users are involved from the beginning and provide feedback
before the concrete XAI method is fully developed. This way,



a designed XAI mechanism is evaluated not only in the end
but throughout the whole development process. An example
of participatory design is a workshop with domain experts
that indicate their potential explanation needs, describe the
real world use-cases, and are asked to actively provide design
suggestions. The use of participatory design for XAI has
been proposed several times [20], [21], [22]. The most
concrete suggestion, proposed by Eiband et al. [21], was a
participatory design process consisting of five stages. The
first three stages aim to identify the optimal content for
the to-be-developed explanations for illuminating an opaque
system. Therefore, the researchers need to identify (1) what
actually happens inside the system’s architecture and what
can be explained, (2) what the user thinks happens, and (3)
which aspects need explanation according to the users. The
last two stages are concerned with the presentation format
and how the necessary changes in the users’ mental models
can be achieved through explanations.

F. Role in HRI

Evaluating an explanation using checklists for researchers
and questionnaires targeted at the end user is highly relevant
in the HRI context. However, many of the existing question-
naires are developed with non-embodied machine learning
models in mind that, for example, classify medical images or
make loan decisions. Thus, there is a need for questionnaires
more attuned to the HRI context, tackling the specific issues
that arise when a robot provides an explanation to a human.
For instance, a robot needs to integrate the process of giving
an explanation naturally into the interaction. Content delivery
should usually be polite and non-interruptive but still get
the user’s attention. Moreover, a robot is embodied and,
therefore, can use its body to communicate an explanation.
For instance, a humanoid robot can reinforce its point with
gestures or point at something in the environment. A non-
humanoid robot, on the other hand, might use flashing
lights as an additional mode of communication. As the
whole interaction is embedded into an environment, it is
also possible to envision using augmented reality systems
that highlight parts of the environment to the user that are
important to the explanation.

III. EVALUATING THE EFFECTS OF AN EXPLANATION

Besides evaluating the explanation content, it is usually
insightful to evaluate the downstream effects of giving an
explanation. These effects can be categorized into three
groups: changes in the performance of the human–agent
team, changes in how the user perceives the agent, and
changes in the user’s mental model of the agent and task.

A. Performance

Explanations can strongly impact the performance of a
human–robot team. In many scenarios, one expects expla-
nations to cause a performance increase, given that the user
better understands the robot and, thus, can better anticipate its
actions and adapt to it. On the other hand, performance might
decrease due to added cognitive load for the user or the use of

less powerful but more explainable AI models. To understand
the performance impact of an explanation, one can employ
task-specific performance measures. For instance, one can
measure the time needed to complete a task, the number
of correct decisions made by the human–agent team, the
number of errors avoided, or the number of fulfilled sub-tasks
per session. Different performance measures can provide
opposing insights. For example, an explanation might be
given as additional safety rail to ensure a system makes
the right decision, and thus additional time for approving
the agent’s decisions is expected. While the performance
measured in time might worsen in this case, the performance
measured in the number of prevented errors should improve.
Moreover, in some cases, performance can also be separately
analyzed for the user, the agent, and the human–agent team.

Furthermore, when evaluating explainable black-box mod-
els, Rosenfeld [7] suggested a metric measuring the differ-
ence in the accuracy between a proposed black-box model
to an alternative transparent model. The idea behind this
metric is that black-box models should only be used if they
perform significantly better than a transparent alternative.
In the case of robots, this metric could be applied, among
others, to vision modules, where the use of difficult-to-
understand neural models is commonplace.

B. Perception of Robot

A common assumption is that a robot that can explain
itself will be better perceived by users than one that can not.
A core construct measured in this context is the user’s trust
in the agent, with much of XAI research citing increasing the
user’s trust as motivation. This is the case since explanations
can show the user how an agent works, that it makes
decisions based on the right reasons, and that its future
behavior is predictable. At the same time, explanations can
also decrease trust. For example, if the agent makes a correct
decision but the explanation shows that it was made for
the wrong reasons, the user should lower their trust level.
Thus, explanations allow the user to calibrate their trust
appropriately. Trust can be measured via the user’s behavior
with regard to the agent. For example, one can test whether
users are more likely to follow the suggestions of an agent
if it can give explanations. Similarly, it can be informative
to measure how much the user interacts with the agent and
if explanations increase the number of interactions [3].

More commonly, trust is measured via questionnaires,
some of which we present in the following. Hoffman et al. [1]
provide a questionnaire with eight Likert scale questions the
user has to answer. Items include statements about the user’s
confidence and wariness as well as the model’s predictability,
efficiency, and reliability. Hoffman et al.’s scale is developed
for explainable AI models and needs rephrasing to apply to
a robotics scenario. Overall, there exist many trust scales
targeting different contexts, for instance, trust in industrial
human–robot collaboration [23] or human–robot interaction
[24], [25] — however, these scales might not always target
aspects of the robot that can be changed through explana-
tions. It can be hard to choose the right scale for a given



context, and existing scales often do not fit a researcher’s ex-
periment perfectly, with some items not applying to the new
context [26]. The available variety of scales makes it also
more difficult to make comparisons across studies. Lastly,
literature distinguishes between emotional and cognitive trust
[27], [28] with emotional trust being based on affect rather
than rational thinking.

Beyond trust, there exists a plethora of dimensions across
which the user’s perception of the robot can be measured.
Possibilities include persuasiveness [29], likeability, anthro-
pomorphism, or perceived intelligence [30]. Which of these
a researcher chooses to evaluate depends on the context
in which the explanation is given and on the explanation’s
goals.

C. Investigating the User’s Mental Model

Researchers can check users’ understanding of an agent
and the interaction by probing them with specific questions.
Before investigating the user’s understanding of the agent,
the user needs to observe the AI for a while or interact
with it. Afterwards, the researcher shows the user a new
scenario in which the agent is required to make a decision.
Then, the researchers ask the user to predict how the agent
would act in such a scenario, thereby, testing whether the user
gathered an appropriate understanding of the agent’s internal
mechanisms. The researcher would then compare if agents
that explained their decisions in the first phase led to more
correct and complete mental models of the users. Doshi-
Velez and Kim [4] distinguish between forward simulation,
where the user has to predict the model’s output given an
input, and counterfactual simulation, where the user is given
a model’s input, its output, and an explanation for its decision
and then has to tell what changes are needed for the model
output to change to the correct output.

Another method for probing a user’s mental model comes
from situation awareness research and human factors stud-
ies. Sanneman and Shah [31] propose using the situation
awareness-based global assessment technique [32] that tests
the user’s informational needs at various points throughout
the interactions via a set of questions. With appropriate XAI
techniques, these needs should be met at each point in time.

D. Role in HRI

Studying the effects an explanation has on the interaction
and the user is essential in HRI. As in general XAI research,
increasing trust is an often cited motivation [33]. Building
trust might be especially relevant when the user encounters
a robot compared to a virtual AI as a literature review
comparing the two cases found that users initially start
out with low trust in a robot and increase their trust after
gathering experience with it [27]. The typical trust trajectory
with virtual AI often develops in the opposite way, starting
out high and lowering with time. Thus, explanations can be
a way of letting the user overcome their initial distrust or
even fear of the robot that otherwise might prevent them
from interacting with the robot altogether. Secondly, task

performance can be a core goal in human–agent collabo-
rations, for instance, when robots and humans assemble a
product together in manufacturing. Lastly, investigating the
user’s mental model can be applied as well. It is important
that the user understands what the robot will do, but also
how the environment will develop, and what the best team-
level decisions are given the task. These different themes of
understanding can all be supported by explanations.

IV. EVALUATING THE FAITHFULNESS OF AN
EXPLANATION

Even if an explanation is perfectly formulated and con-
vinces the user, it does not necessarily follow that this
explanation captures the actual reasons the model based
its decision on. To generate appropriate trust in an agent
instead of nurturing false expectations and unsafe reliance
on AI, it is important to provide explanations that reflect
the AI’s true decision-making process. However, explanation
generation methods vary in their degree of faithfulness,
with model-agnostic post-hoc explanation methods often just
estimating the actual inner workings of a model. Another
reason for giving less faithful explanations can be to reduce
the explanation’s length. For instance, in explainable plan-
ning, one might want to only refer to a limited number of
preconditions, actions, and goals to not overload the user
with information. Zhou et al. [6] discuss faithfulness using
the term fidelity, focusing not only on whether an explanation
is true to the underlying decision-making mechanics but also
on whether it is complete.

Faithfulness can not be evaluated based on user perception
or performance metrics [34]. Therefore, researchers have
proposed different ways to estimate a model’s faithfulness.
For example, Dasgupta et al. [35] measure consistency and
sufficiency when evaluating the faithfulness of black box
prediction models. For consistency, they quantify how often
two inputs with the same explanation receive the same output
label from the model. For sufficiency, they measure that if
a system explains a prediction it made, other inputs get the
same prediction if one can apply the same explanation.

A. Role in HRI

The importance of faithfulness depends on what robotic
ability is explained and how that ability is implemented. For
instance, in explainable planning [36] an explanation can
use the same symbolic representations that the planner itself
uses and straightforwardly compare costs between different
potential plans. Instead of dealing with issues of faithfulness,
explainable planning deals with issues of making explana-
tions easily understandable by humans [37] and finding the
right level of abstraction. If the planner provides non-optimal
plans explaining faithfully potentially becomes more difficult
as the explanation can not argue for an optimal solution.
Instead, the explanation needs to say why the planner did not
arrive at the optimal solution or why the provided plan is still
sufficient. However, a robot might also want to explain why
it made a certain object classification or why it understood a
language utterance the way it did. For neural models used in



such tasks, the faithfulness of an explanation is an important
point of scientific inquiry [34].

V. EVALUATING TIMING AND NEED FOR AN
EXPLANATION

While evaluating an explanation’s quality and effect is
important, in HRI it is also essential to consider when
explanations are given. A given explanation can be under-
standable, faithful, and well formulated, but be given at
a time when the user has no need for it — thus, being
distracting instead of helpful. To some extent, evaluating
the effects of an explanation already targets the issue of
timing and need. For example, an agent that always gives
explanations although they are not needed might annoy the
user and cause additional cognitive load, thereby causing a
worse performance. However, there are additional evaluation
methods available that more precisely target the issue of
timing and relevance. Firstly, these methods might target
interactions in which explanations are already given to check
whether those explanations are being provided at the right
time. Secondly, they might be employed before explanations
are developed to identify what needs explaining and at what
time.

A. Questionnaires

Checklists and questionnaires can help determine if some-
one needs an explanation at a given moment. For exam-
ple, one can employ methods from situation awareness
research [31] that try to identify if a person’s information
need is met at a given point in time. At times when the user
is not sufficiently aware of the agent’s functionality or the
overall task, an explanation might be helpful. On the other
hand, if one evaluates a scenario where the agent already
provides explanations, one can question the user directly after
an explanation. These questions can then help us understand
to what extent the explanation was actually needed, why the
user requested it, or if it was helpful even without having
been actively requested by the user. In the case of user-
requested explanations, questionnaires such as the curiosity
checklist by Hoffman et al. [1] can be used. The curiosity
checklist asks about what the user wants to know from the
agent and why they have asked for an explanation.

Lastly, we want to mention the findings from Liquin and
Lombrozo [38] as they identify indicators of the need for an
explanation that could be used to better evaluate the relevance
of a given explanation in future assessment methods. They
empirically test a set of 13 candidate indicators of the need
for an explanation, for instance, the expected future utility of
receiving the explanation. To do so, participants were given
why-questions from Reddit and were asked how strongly
these demand explanations. Additionally, participants had to
rate the 13 potential need indicators. Besides expected utility,
requiring expertise to answer the question was a strong
predictor of the need for an explanation. Other valuable
predictors included the user’s prior knowledge of the topic
and the explanation’s expected information content.

B. Intropsective User Reports

To understand the user’s internal mental state and identify
moments of curiosity, confusion, and those in which the need
for an explanation arises, one can use think-aloud meth-
ods [14] or interviews. The think-aloud method makes the
user narrate their thought process throughout an interaction
(concurrent think-aloud) or while re-watching the interac-
tion (retrospective think-aloud). Afterwards, the researcher
can analyze the collected verbal reports. There are various
aspects to consider, for example, a concurrent think-aloud
session might change how the user interacts with the system,
while a retrospective think-aloud session might be less true
to the original thought process of the user. It is, moreover,
important to allow the user to get used to the method via
some initial exercise, not to let the session run too long, and
to only let participants narrate their thoughts instead of meta-
explanations about their thought [13]. Secondly, there exist
specific interview methods that allow for a deep dive into
a person’s phenomenological experience and provide more
qualitative descriptions, such as the micro-phenomenological
interview, in which the interviewee re-immerses themselves
in their past experience, trying to relive it [39]. Another
example is the descriptive experience sampling method [40],
where people are prompted via a signal from a beeper going
off in their natural, non-lab environment and then are asked
to write down notes about their inner experience at the
moment before the beep. However, these phenomenological
methods have not yet been tested in the context of exploring
someone’s explanation needs.

Some research uses these methods to identify moments
in which the need for an explanation arises in scenarios
where explanations were not yet provided to the user. For
example, Wachowiak et al. [41] use retrospective think-aloud
interviews to get insights into the thoughts and mental states
of users interacting with an agent in a collaborative cooking
game. Based on the verbal reports, two annotators annotated
points in time during which the user was confused or the
agent made errors, that is, scenarios where an explanation
would have been helpful. The retrospective think-aloud pro-
tocol can also be used in scenarios where explanations were
already given. It can help to understand the user’s explanation
need while not influencing the interaction as it happens.

C. Role in HRI

The timing of explanations and identifying what caused
the need for an explanation seems more critical in HRI than
in other fields. In the simple case of an image classification
model whose output is checked by a user, it might suffice to
have a button with which the user can request an explanation.
In an interactive human–robot collaboration, however, this
will not suffice. For example, the user might be focused on
their own sub-tasks for which they might not ask the robot for
an explanation, although it might still be helpful for improved
team coordination or preventing wrong decisions by the
robot. In another scenario, the robot might not be equipped
with natural language understanding capabilities and unable
to answer explicit explanation requests, thus, needing to



identify by itself when an explanation is needed. Similarly,
an explicit request might be impossible when dealing with a
person with a disability.

Furthermore, an HRI has many facets — the task itself,
the environment, and the robot — each being potentially
the source of a user’s explanation need. In addition, many
robots have a diverse set of capabilities, including natural
language understanding, perception, object manipulation, and
high-level action planning. All these facets are part of HRI
and might demand explanations — thus, it is crucial to
understand what explanations are needed and when they are
needed. Methods presented in this section can help with that,
as well as user-oriented research methods such as those from
participatory design presented in Section II-E.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a variety of evaluation methods
that can be used to assess explainable agents and robots.

Based on our survey and knowledge of the field we want
to end the paper with the following recommendations for
evaluating explanations in HRI:

1) Identify what aspect of the explanation you want
to evaluate. Then, state clearly what you evaluate.
Instead of saying that you evaluate your explanation,
say that you evaluate your explanation’s effect on
performance or your explanation’s faithfulness.

2) Employ multiple methods. There is no single stan-
dardized XAI evaluation method that can always be
used. Instead, the presented evaluation methods have
different strengths and weaknesses. What is most in-
formative depends on the application, users, available
resources, and the goal of the explanation. Different
evaluation methods can tell different stories [42], [43].
Thus, it is advisable to employ multiple methods and
compare outcomes.

3) Consider the context and goal of an explanation.
Not all criteria for explanation quality are important
in every situation. For instance, research has shown
that in some contexts, more complex explanations
are preferred over simple explanations [11], which,
however, would be penalized by some metrics, e.g., [7].

4) Do not rely solely on pre-made checklists. This rule
directly follows from the point made before. Individual
checklist criteria are often situation dependent. To
know which criteria are important, one needs to acquire
an in-depth understanding of how explanations are
used in practice. This usually means involving users.

5) Consider the types of explanation recipient. When
considering the context in which an explanation is
given, it is important to look not only at the task and
what the explanation is used for but also at the different
possible explanation recipients. Different user groups,
such as end users, developers, or external entities,
might require different explanations [44]. Similarly,
users with different socio-cultural backgrounds might
have different explanation preferences [45]. How to
adapt to the explanation process appropriately is still

an open problem. To fully understand how your ex-
planations are perceived, it is necessary to carefully
consider with whom to evaluate and make it explicit
in the reporting.

6) Benchmark your explanation against other explana-
tions. Consider already existing methods of providing
explanations when evaluating your newly developed
XAI methods and benchmark against them. Compa-
rable approaches might not always be available as
explanations are often developed for very context-
specific cases.

7) Be scientifically rigorous. The field of HRI is likely
not spared from reproducibility and reliability prob-
lems that hit other fields of behavioral study [46].
Thus, it is of vital importance to show statistical and
methodological rigor in evaluating explanations. That
means, for example, pre-registering your hypotheses
and evaluation protocol, justifying sample sizes via
a power analysis when evaluating with users, and
controlling for multiple comparisons.
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